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Program: Contesting 101 - Bill Mitchell AEØEE
As contest session ramps
up, have you ever thought
about participating in a
contest? Here’s your
chance to learn how to join
the fun at an entry level.

September
2019

Announcements
Monthly Meeting:
September 14, 2019
Meeting: 09:00
Boutwells Landing
Gables Wing
Auditorium A
(Lower Level)

Bill Mitchell AEØEE will
cover the essential information needed to get started in contesting—be that
VHF and above for contests
like the ARRL September
VHF contest, or HF for
events such as the North
American QSO Party or the
Minnesota QSO Party amongst the many contests
throughout the year. Contests are a great way to have
fun, gain operating experience, test station capability,
and establish good logging habits.
Bill is avid contester, DXer, and DXpeditioner (VKØEK
Heard Island). He is President of the Bloomington
Amateur Radio Association and the Twin City DX
Association; a member of the Minnesota Wireless
Association contesters club; and the Northern Lights
Radio Society. He is also an Assistant Director for the
Continued on next page

Proud affiliate of the Courage Kenny Handiham Program

Program: Bill Mitchell
AEØEE - Contesting
Pre-meeting:
~07:15 - 08:45
Breakfast & Coffee
Perkins Restaurant
2050 Frontage Rd W

Stillwater, MN

SARA On the Air
SARA Phone Roundtables:
Daily @ 20:00 Local:
(except Tuesday & Thursday)
1.966 MHz LSB +/- QRM
(alternates: 21.316 MHz or
50.166 MHz USB +/- QRM)
Monday @ 08:15 Local:
3.856 MHz LSB +/- QRM
SARA Weekly Nets:
Wednesday @ 21:00 Local:
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Can’t Find Us On the Air?
... Monitor SARA Repeater!

Dakota Division of the ARRL. Bill is a frequent participant in ARRL VHF/UHF contests
as part of a rover team with Matt KØBBC and Dave WØZF, activating grid squares as
they travel through MT, ND, SD, and other states.
You’ll be able to apply your new-found contesting knowledge the same day! The
ARRL September VHF Contest starts at 1800Z on the 14th. FM focus times are 4:004:30 PM Saturday, 8:00-8:30 AM Sunday, and 9:30-9:59 PM Sunday on 146.550 MHz
simplex (moving to 446.000 MHz for a second band), that'd be great.
A few other resources are available on the Bloomington ARA website:
https://mnhamradio.com/membership/resources/
THANKS FOR THE OPPORTUNITY!

It’s been awhile since I’ve written an article for our newsletter. It seems appropriate now that
another is needed, as I wanted to pass on my thoughts to another member who might think
about and want to become a teacher for students who attend our licensing classes.
During the past 8-10 years (I’ve lost track) I’ve been teaching the Propagation class in the fall
for students attending the General classes. It’s been a rewarding experience!
But now it’s time for me to step aside and let one of many of our younger members step
forward and teach the class. We have many qualified members in this Club who, I’m sure,
would do a great job in teaching new students about Propagation. It’s a great subject! I
would be happy to answer any questions you might have in how to set up the presentation,
etc. Please let Bob Jensen (WØGAF) or me know if you’re interested in helping out.
The years have passed quickly and our club continues to grow and bring new people aboard.
My thanks go out to all of our members who have donated their time to make this club
prosper. There are many who have done so and I hope that spirit continues. My thanks also
go out to Greg Widin KØGW (past Education Director) and Bob Jensen WØGAF for their help
in scheduling and equipment needs for the licensing classes.
I’m looking forward to the Club meetings starting in September and, of course, the Split Rock
Special Event in November. BTW, the Thursday night eyeball meetings are held every week.
They’re a great place to share and get answers for the myriad of operating problems that we
experience with our equipment. Hope to see you there!
73,
Keith Miller – AGØH
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Bandwidth from the President

Greetings from my shack, de Joe KCØOIO.
Wow! Where has summer gone? It’s been a busy season with club activities all
summer long. I think we suspend the monthly Saturday meeting so that we have plenty
of time to do the fun operating activities.
I want to thank Bob WØGAF for taking the lead on our Field Day operation in June. The
weekend saw a return to a full 24-hour operation this year, with good participation
throughout the whole period. And many thanks to Greg KØGW as CW captain, Henry
KØHAS as Phone Captain, Dave WØOXB for antenna deployment and supervision,
and Colin KEØIYN as kF0OD master.
Radios in the Park evenings were popular again this year. Weather on each of the six
evenings was wonderful, with maybe one exception when it was really humid. The final
session August 28th featured an antenna shootout between end-fed antennas provided
by Dave WØOXB and Brian NØBJE. Propagation was not the greatest on either 40 or
20 that evening, but we still managed to reach well into Europe using WSPR beaconing
WØJH at 1 watt.
I has a really good time out at White Rock during the Tri-State Special Event in August,
despite discovering that the rain fly on my tent was really a rain catcher, being
awakened shortly after midnight Sunday morning with water dripping on my chest in the
midst of the rainstorm outside the tent. That’s on me, failed to check that the seam seal
tape was still good. Corrective action has been taken and I’ll be testing the tent in the
backyard shortly! You may find it odd, but until Saturday afternoon August 17, I had
never set foot in North Dakota. Chalk up another state visited for me with plenty more
to go! Bob WØGAF can share his take on my crossing the border by traversing the
banks of the drainage ditch. For some reason, he started calling me José!?!
I have been reflecting on things SARA can do to better. There is always room for improvement. One highlight I’ve noticed recently is more young hams becoming engaged
in the hobby and our activities. At one point during Field Day, we had a youth team of
Owen KEØROK and Julie KEØROH working the Phone station. Owen was an enthusiastic part of the Field Day activities Saturday. Orion KEØTPS designed and built a
magnetic loop antenna as a science fair project last spring. Chris KEØQQM is frequently along with his dad Mark KEØQQN and getting involved in the goings-on. New Ham
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Night in May saw several new younger hams come out at try out their new privileges
including Adam KEØVNY and Axel KEØVOE.
I want to encourage that trend. It is my intention to appointment a young ham coordinator from amongst this fine group. I’ve a candidate in mind and I will be reaching to
that person in the coming weeks. The young ham coordinator will be an important
leader in expanding the engagement of the younger hams in SARA activities. One of
things we’ll be exploring is having a young ham operating team running one of the stations during our annual Ice Station Special Event in February. Watch for the exciting
development of this initiative for SARA.
SARA is made up a diverse group of hams. This club is what you make it. We have
some very dedicated individuals who want to help the members and therefore the club
develop and continue to succeed. One of those individuals is Brian Edgell NØBJE.
Brian is responsible for the New Ham Help team launched as the Technician class
wrapped up this past Spring. Brian continues to come up with ways to help promote
amateur radio and grow the hobby. His latest effort will be organizing a Jamboree on
the Air activity at Fred C. Andersen Scout Camp on October 19. Brian serves as a
campmaster at Fred C. several times a year and selected the JOTA weekend in
October as one of his campmaster weekends. He’s gotten buy in from Camp Ranger
Chris Locher and has seen the activity published in the Northern Star Council, Scouts
BSA newspaper The Navigator. Brian has reached out to SARA for support and
participation by setting up and operating HF stations along with VHF/UHF contacts at
Fred C. Planning has begun, and Brian is looking for additional volunteers to come out
for the day and help share the joys of amateur radio with the Scouts in camp that
weekend.
For our Sept 14th meeting, Bill Mitchell AEØEE will return to present his program
Contesting 101. Don’t forget the pre-meeting Breakfast will be at Perkins Restaurant
2050 W Frontage Rd (Hwy 36 & Washington) in Stillwater at 7:30 AM. The breakfast
gang hopes to see you there!
73 es CUL, de Joe (KCØOIO).
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SARA Membership
As usual, our membership continued to rise during the summer to our current total of
108 members for 2019. As of 8/27/2019, we have three members who do not have
ham licenses and two members with Canadian licenses. The license breakdown of the
103 members with US licenses is: 53 Extra, 4 Advanced, 30 General and 16
Technician.
While several of our more recent current member additions are new to SARA, I
especially want to welcome back Bob WØYOC, Mike WAØKKE, and Rick KØBR. Bob
is well known to some of our longer tenured members and was an early SARA
member. Both Mike and Rick are former SARA Presidents. Mike has continued as a
member of our VE Team since shortly after it began and Rick has been a mainstay
running the 2m nets.
I get requests occasionally for a copy of the current membership roster as well as
queries from members asking when their membership expires. Hopefully this article will
answer some of those questions. For privacy reasons the complete roster is available
only to current club officers. If you upgrade your license, move, change phone
numbers, or email addresses, please drop a note with updated info to
Trustee@radioham.org so the officers will have your current info. Please send updates
when they occur, as in most cases they will likely get forgotten if put on a back burner.
Send a note to that same address as well, if you feel you are not receiving emails sent
to the SARA Member email list. There have been instances where a membership has
lapsed, then renewed after a person has been deleted from the email list and I have
improperly entered an address back to that list. While the newsletter, SARA website at
radioham.org and the SARA Facebook site all provide SARA information, the most
timely method used to communicate with all members at once is the email list.
Membership runs on a calendar basis from January 1st through December 31st.
Nothing is gained by paying dues late. Timely renewals make life easier for the
Treasurer as well as myself. It is much simpler to update renewals to the current roster,
as opposed to having to re-add as best I can, those who get dropped from the roster
and email list due to lapses in membership. As soon as the September newsletter is
released, I will be sending a version of the current roster to the current member email
list. While that roster does not contain confidential data there is no reason to include it
in the newsletter which is publicly available to the entire world. The first three members
on the roster do not have a current ham license and the rest of the list is sorted by call.
All memberships expire on December 31st of the year that is listed following your
name. Membership category, phone numbers, emails as well as complete addresses
will not be listed and only city & state will be listed. Contact me directly with any
corrections or questions.
Shel NØDRX
SARA Trustee
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On To The Next Rock
The 2019 Tri-State Special Event from White Rock, SD
was the 20th anniversary of the 1st time and the 6th
time SARA has run this event. A special Thank You to
SARA member and former mayor Randy KDØVKB, for
the use again of his property & huge tree for our primary
station operation. Also Thank You to current mayor Rudy, who is also a SARA
member. Just being able to sit and listen to the stories these two gentlemen had to
tell about White Rock was worth the trip.
After getting the main station set up on Friday, we all enjoyed a fantastic meal put
together by the camping group. Joe KCØOIO worked some magic seasoning those
steaks before they hit the grill. The campers also fired up the grill for lunch on
Saturday. Along with Joe KCØOIO, Bob WØGAF & Brian NØBJE spent considerable
time manning the grill. Great job by all and much appreciated by those of us who
were “soft camping” at the casino hotel.
A major rain storm that came through the latter part of the day on Saturday, was not
pleasant especially for those who were camping in tents. Suspect Bob WØGAF found
that his little A-liner trailer was able to hold over its rated limit at least for a short time.
Joe KCØOIO will likely add water wings to his list of equipment for future camping
trips. Fortunately all survived and have stories to tell.
The contest going on Saturday made it difficult to make as many contacts on 20m as
we normally would have expected. This caused us to devote more time on 40m &
75m, which was a benefit to those working us from shorter distances. We did have a
couple of decent runs on 20m on Sunday, but had to deal with considerable QSB. In
spite of less that expected success on 20m, that was still our most productive band.
Of our 269 total Q’s, 58% were on 20m, 26% on 75m, 11% on 40m with remainder
being on 160m and 2m.
Was great to have Brad VE3MXJ & his XYL Anna, join us for the event. Brad has the
distinction of having made all of our 160m contacts from White Rock, when he stumbled upon a batch of the top band guys who fortunately were on the air early enough
Friday evening to make contacts prior to us shutting down for supper. I am anxiously
waiting to see how many of those experienced hams logged the date & time correctly,
as it was Friday local time, but the contacts were actually Saturday when converted to
UTC.
While our logs did not get as full as we had hoped, overall we had a good trip and as
usual, some of what happens in White Rock shall stay in White Rock. A fair amount of
the enjoyment of special events of this type, is the camaraderie of participating with
fellow hams on these events.
Is now time to move on from White Rock to Split Rock. That transition is kind of like
putting on a pair of comfortable old shoes as this will be our 15th consecutive
“Remembering the Edmund Fitzgerald from Split Rock Lighthouse Special Event”.
The Stu Rockafellow Amateur Society radio club in Michigan, which initially facilitated
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getting SARA involved with “Remembering the Edmund Fitzgerald” ran their event for
15 years from 1997 through 2011 using K8F and N8F callsigns. I continue to be
fascinated by the following our Split Rock event has created. While there are several
reasons such as WAS, County Hunting, ARLHS, Grid Squares, POTA, or whatever
individual award someone may be working toward, there is also a fairly good number
of hams who just want to work us there each year. We of course always keep in mind
the loss of the Edmund Fitzgerald with her entire crew. While many people will
mention the Gordon Lightfoot song about the Fitz, we often will have people who
recall where they were when the Fitz went down, or hear from former sailors whom
have spent time on the Great Lakes.
Shel NØDRX

Comments Received With Confirmation Requests
Within a week after the end of our most recent special event, all certificate requests
received were verified and ready to go out once the certificate template is ready. I try
to confirm contacts with SARA members as I go through the logs, so you should get
your certificate without having to request it. It you don’t get it after hearing that they
have been sent out, let me know, as it means I either missed it in the logs or had a
bad email address. If you did not work the event and would still like a copy of the
certificate let either Dave WØOXB or myself know. (See sample of QSL)
I usually find something to either get frustrated over or chuckle about as I go through
the confirmation requests. Many of you are aware how picky I can be about using
UTC time. Fortunately our own logging has gotten much better over time, but when we
have blown a call when entering into our log, the time becomes the most important
means I have to try and track down a questionable contact. Logging of all ham
contacts used to be required and UTC time was the standard.
These days virtually nobody logs their local ragchew or routine net contacts and likely
use their local time if they do log them. However, if working for most awards that
involve multiple states or international entities, you’d better be logging in UTC. An
even more grievous issue is when someone does not include their callsign and just
sends a request for a confirmation. Had three of those from the most recent event.
On the positive side, most people who work special events appreciate the folks who
are making them available. I am not including all of general routine “thank you”
comments, but below are some comments from the most recent event. I’m not
including names & contact info and comments are just copied and pasted, so am
absolving myself of any below spelling errors:
KD8EDN: Thanks for letting me be a part of your special event
KDØDKE: Just got my Heathkit SB station back on the air and heard Jim calling
CQ. Good strong signal and so soon after I turned my station on the SB-301 receiver
was still drifting a bit. Tuned SB-401 / 220 in to a dummy load and got you on the first
try. I am so excited to be back in the hobby after a 7 year absents. A bit rusty but expect it will come back quickly. I have entered this contact in to QRZ. Hope you have
7
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a great special event.
KAØJWC: It was great working you guys today. Great signals from South Dakota. I
looked up the City on Google maps. What a history. And now only 2 left. I sure hope
they enjoyed having you guys there
KI7OIY: Thank you taking my call during the special event.
WØMOT: Thanks guys, it's been almost 20 years since I was at Whiterock with some
of you guys.
K7MKA: Thanks for being there!
KD1CT: Look forward to the certificate
K6SD: Thank you W0JH radio operators
K2HA: Please grace me with your Special Event Certificate celebrating the
White Rock, SD: Ghost Town & Tri-State SD/ND/MN Special Event.
N3KER (Initially sent No Call): confirming QSO with: W0JH 18-8-2019 1759, 14.260, 59,
SSB
KWD TS590S, AL811H 800 WATTS 2 ELEMENT BEAM UP 40 FEET TNX IN
ADVANCE FOR YOUR CERT!! TNX DAVE FOR GREAT QSO.
VE6KDX (Initially sent No Call or Contact Info): Hi could I please request your
QSL Certificate and thanks for the contact.
ADØHZ (Initially sent No Call): Thanks dave .8 18 3.860 9.9 signal. Many thanks
time was 511 local time
WAØZDE: Thank you for the contact with the Tri State SD ND MN special event station. I chatted with Dave on Sunday August 18 th at about 5:10 local. I think that is
10:10 UTC.
KE8KPZ: If I would have known events like this could be so fun, I would have gotten
into amateur radio many years ago. I enjoyed your QRZ.com page, and I loved the
sign "White Rock Pop. 2". Then the Opr who took my call told me that 50% of the population was there and one of them was the mayor, and I loved it.
Shel NØDRX

VE Session Scheduled for November 7
The next SARA VE Session is scheduled to coincide with conclusion of the free
classes for General, that are scheduled to begin on 9/12/19. Anyone may take
advantage of any of these class sessions, and it is not uncommon for someone with
no prior license to pass both their Technician and General exams at the same exam
session. Our exam session will be at Boutwells Landing with exams starting at 6pm.
As a test to see who reads the newsletter, if you are a VE and would like to work this
exam session, drop me an email before all the positions are filled.
Shel NØDRX
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New to Ham Radio? Check this out!
The Stillwater Amateur Radio Association (SARA) is always here to assist
its members - from antenna installation to rig recommendations to All
Things Ham. Our members each have a unique skill set from which to
draw to help each other in amateur radio activities. For example, each
spring, SARA holds a Technician education class and we see many
attendees pass through to become licensed amateur radio operators!
Getting the license, however, is only the first step. Much like passing the
written driver's test to get a learner's permit, it's just the first step. Now it's
time to get out on the road. To drive. To operate. And SARA wants to do
more to help our newly licensed operators get "behind the wheel" safely,
effectively, and with enthusiasm and enjoyment. In the coming months,
SARA will prepare resources and reach out to current members to find
support for our new hams to ensure they find the value and joy they were
looking for when they initially set out to get their license.
So look for more details in upcoming newsletters from the newly
established SARA committee for helping new hams. Of course, if you are
interested in helping, including, but not limited to, being a resource for tech
-specific portions of amateur radio, the SARA committee can be reached
via email at:

NewHamHelp@radioham.org
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General License Class
Starts Thursday, Sept. 12
If you've been yearning to get on HF, fall is a
great time to upgrade your license. Summer
sports are over. The kids are back in school.
And the sun is setting earlier. What better time
to study?
Our crack squad of instructors is dusting off
their teaching materials and laser pointers, and
we are looking for enthusiastic Technicians
looking to get their HF privileges. The fun
starts on Thursday, September 12 at the
Stillwater Library.
Class will be held from 6:00 – 8:00 pm each
Thursday for eight weeks. We’ll wrap things up
with a VE testing session Nov. 7 hosted by
Shel – NØDRX and our VE team.
Many thanks to the SARA members who have been our instructors over the years.
SARA has a tremendous history of helping new hams get their licenses, and we
couldn’t do it without their dedication.
Finally, we’d like you to invite you get in
on the fun. If you’d like to help folks get a
new or upgraded license, if you want to
share your wealth of ham radio
knowledge with others, or if you just enjoy
being around people who are learning
new things, we have a place for you.
We’ve got lots of opportunities for you to
get involved.
Contact Bob – WØGAF (612.802.2269 or w0gaf at radioham dot org)
Note: We are presently looking for an instructor to teach
Propagation for this General Class. This would only involve one
evening in late October from 6:00 until ~8:00 at the Stillwater
Public Library.
Please let Bob know if you can help us out.
He has slides and presentation info that you can use.
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“Remembering the Edmund Fitzgerald"
Split Rock Lighthouse
Special Event - November 1-3

Put yourself in this picture!
SARA’s big, annual special event is coming soon!
About 20 from the club will be operating as WØJH Special Event Station.
This is the fifteenth consecutive year for our popular, transnational event.
And, it marks 44 years since the fateful night of the infamous iron-ore
carrier the Edmund Fitzgerald.

Come to learn and to have fun!
Besides a phone station at the trail center, we’ll be operating from the
parking lot and have a portable station at the adjacent campground. Many
operating opportunities, learning experiences and quality networking
sessions are guaranteed for all who attend.

If you’re interested in attending for all or part of this event, don’t
wait; contact Dave (WØOXB).
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Railroad Mobile HF Special Event
... Great Opportunity for SARA Members
Date: September 28, 2019
Time: 0900-2100 local time
Location: Duluth, MN - Union Depot (North Shore Scenic
Railroad - NSSR)
Ever wonder what it would be like to operate HF from a
caboose at the back of an daytime excursion train from
Duluth to Two Harbors and back; then the evening run from
Duluth to Knife River and back?
Scott (KDØHRM) has arranged a very special opportunity for SARA members:
Trip 1: 0930-1600 Duluth to Two Harbors and return along Lake Superior.
Trip 2: 1730-2100 Duluth to Knife River and return along Lake Superior.
Rolling Stock: Two Operating Cabooses
Our HF cabooses will run attached to the North Shore Scenic Railway Trains.
Each caboose will be equipped with an HF Station. Food will not be provided. Bring a
cooler for your food & drink. Limited bathroom facilities will be available while moving.
Full bathroom facilities will be available at the ends of the trips.
These are not handicapped accessible cabooses. Some stairs will need to be negotiated. Rocking of the cabooses while in motion is to be expected.
The event will be planned and directed by NSSR Volunteer Scott Parker (KDØHRM).
His able(?) bodied assistant Jeff Nast (KCØMKS) will be on hand.
There is no cost to SARA members for this event.
We currently have room for 7 more SARA members who wish to travel to Duluth
for a fun day of HF Railroad Mobile.
Check out the NSSR club call sign and photos from previous events at:
https://www.qrz.com/db/NS0SR ... and general info at: https://duluthtrains.com/
We are looking for HF operators who can take turns operating/logging and enjoy the
scenic rid in between their turns.
If interested, please reserve your seat via email directly to Scott Parker at:
dmirp5@hotmail.com
Information will be developed as we get closer. Scott has conducted these events
successfully for several years.
Join us if you can!
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Remote Base Update
Experiment: FT8 remotely on Chromebook
Pat Tice, WAØTDA

Screenshot from Lenovo Chromebook showing FT8 running on a remote controlled W10 PC.

I have a station that I use pretty much “locally” – by actually sitting at the operating
position in the ham shack. It’s a deceptively simple-looking setup; just the control head
of an ICOM IC-706M2G mounted to the edge of the side desk at a convenient
angle. There is an automatic antenna tuner, an LDG IT-100,on the desk. The rest of
the radio(s), all the cabling, the rig control computers, and other supporting hardware
are behind the wall in my server room, leaving the shack looking pretty clean and
clear. The antenna fed by the IC-706M2G is out in what we call “the outback”, the
back part of our big backyard. It’s an “enhanced” Butternut HF9V vertical antenna,
ground-mounted with lots of radials and underground hard line coaxial cable. It is
“enhanced” by the addition of quarter wave wires fed in parallel from the vertical’s base
for 160 & 80 meter resonance.
Recently I acquired a new rig control cable and set the station up to run digital modes,
PSK with the HRD Digital Master program and FT8 with WSJT-X on my shack computer, a Windows 10 gaming PC. The logical next step was to see if I could run that PC
(and thus the ham radio programs) remotely with a Chromebook. I chose “Splashtop”
14

as the remote desktop app, but could have also used the free Chrome Remote Desktop feature already available on my Lenovo Chromebook. There is no need to port
audio remotely, so that feature should be disabled.
It works! You can operate digital modes, even FT8, remotely. Operating modes that
require precise timing – FT8, I’m talking about you – is simply not possible if you
separate the radio and the software from each other and then try to connect them via
the internet. This is because latency in even the most solid internet connections over
the most favorable paths introduces unacceptable delays in communication between
the software and the radio.
The way around this is to keep the radio and the rig control PC together in one place,
making the connection between the two by local hardware only. With the timing
problem thus solved, you then operate the rig control PC remotely with some kind of
remote desktop software. Yes, there is latency between the remote station’s control
PC and your Chromebook (or other device), but that kind of latency doesn’t really
matter as it does not affect what is actually happening between the radio and the rig
control computer back in the ham shack.
The down side? Well, this kind of remote HF operation is necessarily for your private
use of your own station rather than for a public station. Think about it – You set up
software like WSJT with your callsign, grid square, and so on. You wouldn’t want to
have other users operating with your call! And even worse, think about the hassle of
allowing other users to control your shack PC. They might wander out of the ham
radio software and go through your documents and email, or see what they can find on
your network. No thanks to that; it’s a huge security risk.
A possible way around the security issue might be to set up a station and singlepurpose digital modes rig control computer with a club callsign, sandboxed from the
rest of the network and with club members getting logon credentials with no admin
privileges.
Whatever you do, try to stay on the air – remoting your station can help you do just
that!
Would it be possible to convert station from the Remotehams system to a remotelycontrolled digital modes station? Recently the Handiham newsletter reported than a
blind-accessible FT-8 software client is in development. What are your ideas for remote-desktopping (is that a word?) he host PC in a way that we can manage security?
Any software, such as WSJT-X, would be set up to use the callsign of the station
WØZSW, so using one’s own call would not be an issue. It would be nice to have at
least one of the stations available at times as a digital one.
Thoughts?

- 73, Pat wa0tda@gmail.com

Patrick Tice, WAØTDA
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Thinking about a catastrophe-resistant station
Patrick Tice, WAØTDA
As Amateur Radio operators, we think of ourselves as potential communicators for
public service events like parades, bike races, and marathons as well as support
communicators in emergencies. While it is easy to prepare for a scheduled event like
a parade, it is not so simple to be a reliable communicator in an emergency, especially
if the emergency is widespread and affects us directly along with everyone and
everything around us.
The terrible tragedy in the northern Bahamas, which was hit directly by the category 5
storm Dorian, puts me in mind of just how bad it can get. I lived for four years in the
Bahamas, the last year in Freeport on Grand Bahama. The Bahama Islands number
in the hundreds, spread over a wide swath of ocean. Two things I really appreciated
while there were a private pilot’s license (easier to fly between islands than drive) and
my Amateur Radio license (VP7DT/C6ADT). Both helped to erase the problem of life
in such a fragmented territory.
Back then (the mid-1970s) there was no internet, no GPS, and no solar panels.
Decades ago our stations were pretty much self-contained and independent of
everything except the power grid. But generators and lead acid battery storage were
available to the well-prepared operator. It was possible to communicate as long as
you had your own power source.
Today we have all of those things and much more sophisticated storm tracking
capabilities as well. The modern ham radio station probably has access to all of them.
The difference is that these new technologies all introduce dependencies. For
example, the shack computer depends on working internet. It is a must-have for
internet remote operation, internet-based logging, and all sorts of home
communications and functionality of IOT devices. When you have complex systems
whose functionality depends on many parts working together, one failure point can
collapse the entire system. The engineering solution is to duplicate essential systems,
thus providing alternate pathways for data in case something fails. This is building in
redundancy, but there is a limit. Multiple systems can fail in a major disaster, which is
what happened in the Bahamas. Power failed. Regular internet service failed.
Cellular service failed. Dorian’s winds toppled towers and power lines and flooding
finished off what was left.
In such a calamity, the only possible hope is for a standalone portable ham station to
be safely stowed to survive in order to be deployed after the situation calms a bit - in a
safe location which may not have power or antenna supports. Trees may not be left
standing! What would be needed? A couple of sturdy waterproof equipment cases?
Compact HF and VHF/UHF gear? Telescoping mast? High energy density batteries
and a solar charger?
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Continued on next page

Let’s face it - all bets are off in catastrophes like being caught in a category 5
hurricane on an island with an elevation of 10 feet ASL, so they are really, really hard
to plan for.
As the situation in Abaco and Grand Bahama unfolds, we see overwhelming logistics
problems. Communications are vital, and “normal” communications are not going to
be restored anytime soon. Amateur Radio could be helpful in a situation like this when
a service without external dependencies is available and if enough operators are
ready and able to participate.
Here in the United States we have more Amateur Radio operators and a longer
standing preparedness and public service training and collaboration tradition than
most other countries. Most emergencies are well covered by law enforcement and
state National Guard units, with our service playing a supporting role. But in the “out
islands” of the Bahamas, there are not that many hams, and it is unlikely for those few
who do live there to support a critical mass of operators to mount effective training,
preparation, and responses to something so overwhelming as Dorian.
Had a hurricane hit Freeport when I lived there, I wouldn’t have been prepared to
respond as an emergency communicator. My station, on the third floor of a condo
complex, might have survived with the antenna, a dipole system mounted fairly close
to the flat roof with the center support firmly anchored to a heavy air conditioning unit,
intact. But I had no emergency power source. There were no local VHF repeaters,
either, so I had no HT. And of course there is no way to know if the building would in
fact have survived intact.
So here we are in 2019. We have all kinds of communication infrastructure, most of
which has vulnerabilities because of its complexity and dependencies. Redundancies,
plus the fact that we are a large first-world country, make catastrophic destruction of
our communications infrastructure less likely - but not impossible. Solar storms,
hacking or attacks on communications satellites and undersea cables could cause
massive disruption.
You know what I think?
Yes, it’s still a good thing to be able to operate a ham radio station that is completely
independent of the grid, and to be able to do so for an indefinite period. I can’t say my
setup is there yet, but like many hams I keep batteries charged and have several
radios that can operate on VHF/UHF on battery power. I can bring up the HF station
once I hook up the generator.
Props to those operators who participate in SOTA, POTA, and other activities that help
advance the art and science of getting a signal out without anything but a radio,
antenna, and battery power.
You show us the way.
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Public Service Volunteer Opportunities
Multiday Calendared Event:


Oct. 4-6: Twin Cities Marathon Events
www.Tcmevents.org/support/volunteer

Monthly Ongoing ARES Volunteer Opportunities
John Regan, KA0HYR
Washington County ARES continues to provide communications for east side hospitals.
Washington County ARES provides hams to test radios in
six east side hospitals in a monthly test. The test takes
place on the first Thursday of the month at 12:30 PM on
the Hennepin County Repeater (146.700- ; PL 127.3).
Those hospitals are Bethesda, St. John's, Woodwinds,
Lakeview and Regina; St. Joe's is number six and currently does not have a volunteer operator.
We are looking for that last operator to exercise the radio
at St. Joe's Hospital. As a volunteer, you could check in from the hospital or from your
mobile or home QTH as "representing St. Joe's on personal equipment." FYI, You can
also check into this net as a licensed radio amateur or as a member of Washington
County ARES. So, please consider participating if you are available and interested.
We could use the additional help. Thanks to all who support this mission of Washington County ARES.
One of our other members, K0GCP, George Power, runs the net and makes reports to
the District ARES officers. This back-up communications is one of the required certification items for hospitals by their Commission. And, our Assistant EC, N0UC, Dick
Roberts, has provided much technical support including fixing the power supplies for
the hospital amateur radios. Thanks, Dick!!
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Upcoming SARA Meetings & Events


Sept. 12: General Class - First Session; Stillwater Library,
Stillwater



Sept. 14: Monthly Meeting; Boutwells Landing, Oak Park Heights



Sept. 28: Railroad Mobile Special Event; Duluth Union Depot



Oct. 12: Monthly Meeting; Boutwells Landing, Oak Park Heights



Nov. 1-3: Split Rock Lighthouse Special Event; Split Rock



Nov. 7: VE Exam; Boutwells Landing, Oak Park Heights



Nov. 9: Monthly Meeting; Boutwells Landing, Oak Park Heights
Board Meetings are held Thursdays the week following Monthly Saturday
Meetings at the Stillwater Public Library

2019

SARA Needs YOU!
Get involved ...
Make a difference ...
Have fun!

www.radioham.org
Facebook: SARA - Stillwater Amateur Radio Association
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